SGA EXEC MINUTES  
April 10, 2006  

Attendance: Becki, Adam, Nathan, Brenda, Jenni, Beth, Teri, Sarah, Katie, Danielle, Crystal, Trista, Kate

With regards to the proposed amendment to the constitution concerning GTP, it is uncertain by some as to why they would want this amendment in place. As an independent org, they would have the choice to pick any advisor they wish. However, if this does not go through OSL, advising would not be part of their job description and GTP would not be getting 25% of their time. They also see it as important to have an advisor from Student Life, as opposed to someone with little experience.

Shae has also proposed an amendment. Exec members agreed that any amendments to the constitution right now will not be done. These things will be better handled next year. Perhaps GTP can work with OSL to find a solution and insure themselves a proper advisor.

Trista, Erik, and Nate will be going to Madison on Tuesday. They will be bringing up the police issue and UC. Let them know if you have any other concerns you would like them to take.

Katie, Danielle, and Sarah attended the United Council General Assembly this weekend. New people were voted in. There is talk about forming a 2 year UC and a separate 4 year UC.

Concerning the public safety issue, Nate has written letters to the Board of Regents. The budget is past the campus level now, but demanding minimum safety levels and standards. Contact Regents.